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ABSTRACT 

Device scaling beyond O.IO um technologies is severely restricted by the lack of 

any "manufacturable" solutions to activate the implanted species in Ultra Shallow 

junctions (USJ). The hardware and process modifications were directed to improve the 

spike sharpness. Different designs for the edge ring and the pyrometers have been tried 

and successfixUy implemented. This dilemma is resolved with the design of a spectral 

coating that maximizes reflectivity in the pyrometer band pass and maximizes 

absorptivity in the longer wavelengths. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP) was originally developed for implant annealing. 

While this application is still common, the use of rapid thermal approaches to processing 

has spread to oxidation, chemical vapor deposition, and epitaxial growth. Central to all 

rapid thermal processes is a set of common problems: heating and cooling the wafer 

uniformly, being able to maintain a uniform temperature during the process, and 

measuring the wafer temperature. For small devices, the redistribution of impurities at 

high temperature is often very undesirable and so there has been a great deal of emphasis 

in recent years on low temperature processes that minimize diffusion. Some processes, 

such as implant annealing however, are not as effective at low temperature. Certain types 

of implant damage caimot be aimealed out unless high temperatures are achieved. 

Furthermore, some dopants require armeal temperatures of at least 1000*̂  C to be 

activated completely. 

Standard fiimace annealing is ill suited to short time anneals. The wafers in such a 

system heat from the edges inward. To avoid excessive temperature gradients that might 

lead to warpage, the wafers must be heated and cooled very slowly. As a result, even 

though the aimealing time could be short, the long temperature ramps resuhs in 

significant diffiision. At the same time, there has been an increasing emphasis on 

processes that operate on one wafer at a time rather than larger batches. These single 

wafer processes provide the best uniformity and reproducibility, particularly for larger 



wafer sizes. Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP) describes a family of single wafer hot 

processes that have been developed to minimize the thermal budget of a process by 

reducing the time at temperature in addition to, or instead of, reducing the temperature. 

Rapid thermal process can be divided into three broad classes by the type of 

heating that is carried out: adiabatic, thermal flux, and isothermal. The first 

demonstration of RTP used an adiabatic heat source. In this approach, fast pulses of light 

in a broad beam heat, only the front surface (of order a few microns) of the wafer as long 

as the pulse length is short compared to the thermal time constant of the substrate. 

Adiabatic systems are often powered by broad beam coherent sources such as excimer 

lasers. This system has several important drawbacks including poorly controlled 

temperatures, poorly controlled anneal times, large vertical temperature gradients. 

Thermal flux systems use an intense spot source such as an electron beam or a 

focused laser that is scanned across the wafer. The scan period must be short compared to 

the thermal time constant or large lateral thermal gradients will result. While this type of 

system has been used for research, the defects caused by lateral thermal non-imiformity 

are usually large enough to prevent their use for IC fabrication. 

Isothermal heating uses a broad beam of radiation to heat the wafer for many 

seconds. These systems may have minimal temperature gradients across and through the 

wafer. Typically they are powered by incoherent sources such as an array of tungsten-

halogen lamps. The wafer rests on quartz pins in an isothermal system. Quartz is selected 

because of its chemical stability and its low thermal conductivity. This arrangement is 

sometimes called thermal isolation [1]. 



Various chamber geometries have been used to optimize the power collection 

efficiency [2]. At the same time, one must also try to design the chamber so that the 

wafer can achieve and maintain a uniform temperature. The chamber should be designed 

such that, the optical path should be randomized to distribute the radiation uniformly 

across the wafer. The wafer edge tends to be cooler than the center primarily because the 

edge of the wafer rests on some surface. We will be referring to this as an Edge ring, 

during the course of this report. The edges of the wafer are also in many geometries of 

the chamber, are blocked from direct radiation exchange with the lamps, which fiarther 

degrades the uniformity of temperature. The edge ring acts as a thermal sink, and 

prevents the outer edge of the wafer to achieve the same peak temperature as the irmer 

regions. In order to compensate for the increased edge losses, radiant power to the edge 

of the wafer must be increased, and also the edge ring must reduce the heat transfer from 

the wafer. The chapter preceding the introduction explains how the geometry of the 

lamps, the feedback loop and a change in the edge ring, will help to solve these problems 

related to the temperature uniformity across the wafer in RTP systems [3]. 

The second and one of the most difficult task associated with rapid thermal 

processing is accurate and reproducible temperature measurement. The wafer temperature 

is used in a feedback loop to control the lamp power output. In most pieces of process 

equipment the wafer temperature is measured using a thermocouple embedded in the 

wafer holder. The thermocouple can be placed as a point contact on the surface of the 

wafer, but the thermal impedance associated with such a contact will result in a 

substantial temperature difference between the wafer and the thermocouple. Furthermore, 



heat loss through the lead will cool the wafer locally, leading to stress and process 

uniformity in the vicinity of the contact. For these reasons, all the temperature 

measurements in RTP systems are done indirectly. The most popular techniques are 

pyrometry (optical) or thermoelectric detectors. 

Most pyrometers operate by measuring the radiant energy received in some band 

of energies, assuming the source to be a gray body of known emissivity, and converting 

the power to a source temperature using the Stefan-Boltzmann relationship. Since, silicon 

is transparent to some wavelengths, at certain temperature; care must be taken so as not to 

measure the transmitted radiations directly from the lamps. 



CHAPTER 2 

SPIKE ANNEAL PROCESS 

2.1 Anneal with RTP 

As device structures have shrunken, junction depth (Source / Drain and 

Extension) has also become shallower. The ever-increasing demand for smaller and 

powerfiil chips pushes semiconductor device technology scaling to line widths of O.lOum 

and beyond. One of the critical "bottle-necks" to device scaling lies in Source/Drain 

Extension, i.e, Ultra-Shallow Junction (USJ) technology. As the device scales, the scaling 

of on state current (lon/Idsat), and leakage current (loir) becomes critical. The aggressive 

targets for Ion and loff are outlined in the International Technology Roadmap of 

Semiconductors [4,5]. 

On a spike anneal process for Ultra Shallow Junction (USJ) applications, 

temperature control on wafers becomes more difficult due to high process sensitivity. 

Also due to smaller geometries, larger wafer diameters, tight control on wafer processing 

specifications, becomes essential. For the RTP chamber, which has gained tremendous 

popularity for the USJ spike anneal, in the past few years, the major problem was tight 

control of the wafer temperattire and uneven heat distribution. 



2.2 Common Problems Associated with RTP 

Central to all rapid thermal processes is a set of common problems: heating and 

cooling the wafer uniformly, being able to maintain a uniform temperature during the 

process, and measuring the wafer temperature. 

The typical process conditions for spike anneal are 1050° C, 250° C/s of ramp up 

and 90 C/s cooling with helium. The wafer also rotates at 240 rpm during the process. 

These conditions can change depending upon a specific recipe used, but for simplicity of 

explanation and also because these conditions were used during the experiments, all the 

work discussed further refers to these process conditions. It has been observed that during 

such ultra fast ramp (250°C/s ramp up and ~90°C/s ramp dovm) spike armeal processes; 

the chamber body does not have enough time to attain thermal equilibrium with the 

wafer. This becomes more prominent at the edge, where the hot wafer comes in contact 

with a relatively cold edge ring. The industry standard of 49-point contour maps, in 

general, does not show the effect of the high thermal mass of the standard edge ring. 

High-density 225-point contour maps and 98-point diameter scans bring out the effect of 

the edge ring. 

2.2.1 Temperature Uniformity 

During rapid thermal processing (RTP) of semiconductor wafers, it is essential 

that the wafer temperature closely tracks a pre-specified temperature trajectory and that 

the temperature profile across the wafer is nearly uniform whenever the wafer is at high 

temperatures. Enhanced temperature uniformity across the wafer can improve yield by 



permitting better control of device parameters as well as gate oxide thickness and 

uniformity at sub-angstrom levels. When it comes to RTP, not only the annealing time is 

significant but also stringent temperature and repeatability with a very tight control over 

the temperature, become important [6]. 

Silicon is partially transparent at wavelengths utilized by medium wavelength 

pyrometers (around 3-6 microns) for temperatures below 650° C. Light also leaks through 

the edge ring further falsifying the data. Traditionally, the dual problems of transmitted 

radiation and minimum discemable temperature were dealt with by preheating the wafers 

with fixed lamp powers until they were opaque and hot enough to emit sufficient 

radiation to measure their temperature. This procedure, known as "open-loop" heating, is 

an adequate technique but requires modification for each specific wafer type to be 

efficient. A general open-loop heating process step is necessarily inefficient to 

accommodate the wide variation in the absorptive characteristics of wafers used in an 

RTP step. 

Figure 2.1 shows a temperattire measurement system, which is a high speed, real 

time, and multi point control system. The system uses approx. 480 Tvmgsten - Halogen 

Lamps, which are arranged in a honeycomb lamp array housing, which is water-cooled. 

There are seven temperature sensors as shown across the radius of the wafer, which 

measure temperature at a maximum frequency of approx. 20 Hz. The lamps are grouped 

into lamp zones 1-15 and these zones are controlled by each of the pyrometers separately, 

thus giving a better control over the temperature across the wafer. The temperature is 

measured by the sensors and is fed to the Temperature controller, which references it 



with the desired temperature in the process recipe. The lamp voltages are controlled by a 

multi-zone lamp driver, which gets it lamp power set points fi-om the temperature 

controller. Since, the wafer rotates at 240 rpm; the seven temperature sensors are very 

efficient in controlling the temperature. 

Multi-Zone 
Lamp Driver Lamp Voltages 

Lamp Power 
Set point 

Honeycomb 
Lamp Array Housing 

(Water Cooled) 

Multi-Input, Multi-Output 
Temperature Controller 

I 
Temp 

Set point 

Desired Temp Recipe 

Wafer 
(240 rpm) • 

Tungsten-Halogen Lamps 

— 

I I l ' | 4 ' ' l - l '^ | |4 | 

Reflecting Plate -^ 

Temperature 
Measurement 

/ V -

l l l l l t 
7 Temperature 

Sensors 

Fig. 2.1 Temperature Control System 

Since each of the pyrometers controls each zone separately, the entire wafer can 

be controlled in seven different zones. Hence, this reduces non-viniformity that would 
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arise from cold spots or any other such problems. After a wafer has been processed 

several times, different parts of the wafer heat at different speeds, due to all the material 

built up on the wafer. This system makes sure, that the temperature is controlled 

according to the specific area on the wafer and not just from one temperature probes 

reading at a particular point on the wafer. The edge of the wafer, which happens to take a 

longer than the center of the wafer, caimot be precisely controlled, due to the amount of 

heat dissipated by the edge ring. This effect carmot be compensated by temperatiire 

offsets and making any changes to the feedback loop which is used for temperature 

measuring. The dynamics of the spike anneal process does not allow the edge ring to heat 

up as fast as the wafer, and tweaking the offsets only displaces the temperature dips 

(called fangs), but does not eliminate them. 

2.2.2 Temperature Measurement during RTP 

A fundamental remaining issue for rapid thermal processing (RTP) concems the 

preheating step necessary to bring a wafer to a minimum temperature before active 

temperature control can begin. This is an issue because virtually all-commercial RTP 

reactors rely on infrared pyrometry for their temperature measurement. Unfortunately, 

silicon is partially transparent at wavelengths utilized by medium wavelength pyrometers 

(around 3-4 micron) for temperatures below 650 °C. As an effort to reduce temperature 

measurement and control errors due to transmitted radiation, many reactors utilize a 

pyrometer wavelength in the near infrared, approximately 0.9 microns. By measuring 

radiation that has an energy level that is greater than the bandgap energy of silicon. 



fransmitted radiation is minimized to the extent that a wafer is virttaally opaque around 

400° C, depending upon the films, structures and dopants of the wafer. The tradeoff with 

this choice of pyrometer, however, is that current, commercially available pyrometers 

cannot measure temperatures below 325 °C. Hence, a tight control of the wafer 

temperature is very difficult and is not very efficient for Low Temperature Processes [7]. 

Light also leaks through the edge ring further falsifying the data. Tradhionally, 

the dual problems of transmitted radiation and minimum discemable temperature were 

dealt with by preheating the wafers with fixed lamp power until they were opaque and 

hot enough to emit sufficient radiation to measure their temperature. This procedure, 

known as "open-loop" heating, is an adequate technique but requires modification for 

each specific wafer type to be efficient. A general open-loop heating process step is 

necessarily inefficient to accommodate the wide variation in the absorptive characteristics 

of wafers used in an RTP step. 

Although thermocouples provide a more reliable temperature measurement, a 

good thermal contact with the wafer is needed. The thermal contact with wafer, however, 

creates a cold spot at the wafer and creates problems with wafer contamination at high 

temperatures. Thermocouple junctions are also degraded by the harsh processing 

conditions in the processing chamber. Research has also been done on some acoustic 

techniques, which monitors temperature of silicon wafers during rapid thermal processing 

from room temperature to 1000° C with an accuracy of +/- 5° C [8]. The acoustic 

temperature sensor provides temperature measurements that are independent of wafer 

emissivity conditions and lamp radiation levels. It does not require thermal contact on the 
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wafer and it is compatible with the active conditions of rapid thermal processing. 

Altiiough this seems to be a good substitute for measurement of temperattire, it has not 

been developed extensively for commercial purposes. 

2.3 Working of the Optical Sensors Feedback Loop 

It is now clear that temperature control is one of the significant aspects of Rapid 

Thermal Processing. If uniform temperature is not maintained across the wafer, serious 

problems such as slip dislocations arise. The chamber used for this project relied on 

commercially available optical fiber thermometers (OFT) for temperature measurement. 

Although adequate for their current applications, these OFT systems are limited in both 

temperature range and operating frequency. The chamber has a temperature measurement 

system with a range of 330° C to 1200° C and is limited in its low temperature 

performance by noise of approximately +/- 5° C at 350° C, even with 1 Hz signal 

filtering. It operates at a maximum frequency of approximately 20 Hz. Furthermore, even 

though it can measure temperature as low as 330° C, its low temperature performance is 

limited to a maximum of 400° C for highly transmissive wafers. This is due to inadequate 

rejection in the spectral range of 950 nm to 1250 nm of the optical filters. Additionally, 

currently produced RTP chambers rely on a single point emissivity measurement to 

correct for temperature errors related to emissivity. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LOW THERMAL MASS EDGE RING AND PYROMETERS 

3.1 RTP Issues 

As discussed in the eariier chapter, there are significant problems associated with 

rapid thermal processing currently. Uniform temperature control across the wafer 

including temperature measurement is of great importance. Low thermal mass of the edge 

ring can reduce the dissipation of heat from the wafer and help maintain uniformity of 

temperature across the wafer. But since, it does not eliminate the problem completely, it 

is very important to also control the temperature by heating the edge of the wafer more 

than the center to achieve a balance. However, to control the temperature accurately, it is 

important to measure it accurately. As the device structures have shrunken, the precision 

of temperature control during RTP has also been tightened. Even a small amount of 

temperature difference can make the entire process fail and cost the yield to go low. 

3.2 Edge Ring Changes 

The dimensions of the edge rings were trimmed down, to reduce the overall mass 

of the ring. These dimensions also minimize the contact area with the wafer and reduce 

heat transfer from the wafer to the edge ring. As a metric to gauge relative improvement a 

range of 30mm from the edge can be used. It has been theorized that the high thermal 

mass of the edge ring may be causing the edge of the wafer to lag behind the rest during 

the fast ramp spike anneal process. By introducing a Low Thermal Mass edge ring 
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(LTMER) while reducing the contact surface, less heat dissipation can be expected from 

the wafer to the edge ring. 

Low thermal mass experiments were broken down into two separate phases. This 

was necessary to understand the root cause of the heat dissipation across the edge of the 

wafer and the edge ring. It could be possible that the material used for the edge ring is the 

main reason, or the actual size could be the reason. But the experiments took into account 

both these parameters. In the first phase, the thickness of the edge ring was changed. In 

the second phase, a new silicon carbide material was used for the edge ring. 

The standard edge ring, which supports the wafer during the entire process, is a 

13mils SiC edge ring coated with poly silicon. This edge ring is then oxidized or 

"bumed-in" prior to running any process. This ensures that the edge ring is opaque (or it 

may interfere with the pyrometer temperature measurement), and that it gives consistent 

process results. The Low Thermal Mass edge ring was made of doped SiC, which renders 

the edge ring opaque, and was machined down to 13mils at the edge and lOmils in the 

pocket, which gives the "low thermal mass" advantage [9]. The temperature controller 

was also optimized to factor in the change in hardware. During the design and 

development of the LTMER (Low Thermal Mass Edge Ring), two aspects were 

investigated: 

1. Removing the Silicon coating (reducing the heat capacity) - The heat capacity of 

Silicon is 3.0J/cm 3 K, whereas SiC is 1.5 to 2.2 J/cm 3 K. Thus by removing the 

Silicon coating the thermal mass of the edge ring was significantly reduced. 

2. Reducing the overall thickness of the edge ring (reducing the overall mass) 

13 



Normally Silicon Carbide is transmissive to the wavelength at which the pyrometers 

operate [10]. However certain "doped Silicon Carbide" materials were observed to have 

opacity towards pyrometer measurements. 

The low thermal mass edge ring was made completely of doped Silicon Carbide, 

and the edge ring was then machined down to 13mils (lOmils at the pocket). Thus an 

overall reduction of 39% was achieved in the thermal mass of the edge ring. 

[ 
P o c k e t 153m lis 

VIEW Z 

Edge t 
l a m lis I^T n |P o c k e t w id th 

1 77m Ms 

Fig. 3.1 Cross-section of the edge ring (Standard & shorter pocket) 

3.3 Unique Design and Dopants Concentration 

As explained above, since the problem was broken dovm, the experiments were 

also broken down into two phases. Each of these phases helped to understand how the 

process reacts to different dimensions and material. The experiment consisted of running 

these edge rings of different dimensions and materials through different recipes. Each of 

these recipes included different lamp powers (temperature) and different heating times. 

The heating times ranged from 10 seconds to 50 seconds and the lamp powers ranged 

from 10 % to 45 %. Using these times and lamp powers a matrix of process recipes were 

obtained and run accordingly. It was necessary to determine how these individual edge 

rings helped maintain the temperature uniformity across the wafer under different 
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conditions of time and temperature. These sets of experiments were chosen specifically 

because they could also be used during the experiments for temperature measurements, 

which will be discussed later in the chapter. 

Table 3.1 describes the features of all the edge rings according to their phases of 

design and research. 

Table 3.1 Features of edge rings at both phases 

Current 

Phase 1 

Phase 2 

Edge ring type 

Standard 

Ring A 

Ring B 

RingC 

Ring D 

Edge ring thicltness (SiC) 

Edge 

13mils 

Pocket 

lOmils 

Poly silicon 

coating 

Bmils 
all over 

Final edge ring thickness 

Edge 

21 mils 

Pocket 

ISmils 

Pocket 

width 

177mils 

Comments 

Poly silicon coating to ensure 
opacity of edge ring 

13mils lOmils None 13mils lOmils 177mils 
Doped CVO-SiC to ensure 
opacity 
of edge ring 

13m lis 

13m lis 

13m lis 

lOmils 

lOmils 

None 

None 

None 

13mils 

13mils 

13mils 

lOmils 

lOmils 

153mils 

153mils 

Doped CVD-SiC to ensure 
opacity 
of edge ring. Shorter pocket 

Hot press-SiC to ensure opacity 
of edge ring. Shorter pocket 

Hot press-SiC to ensure opacity 
of edge ring. Thin lip 

The standard edge ring has a thickness of ISmils at the pocket (lOmils CVD-SiC 

ring coated with 8mils poly silicon), as shown in Table 3.1. Poly silicon at the surface is 

oxidized to ensure opacity prior to running the process. On the other hand, the "low 

thermal mass" edge ring in phase 1 was thinner than the standard ring. It has a thickness 

of lOmils at the pocket and was made of nitrogen doped CVD-SiC without the poly 

silicon coating (Ring A in Table 3.1) [11]. Ring A ensures opacity >450°C. The 

temperature controller was also optimized for Ring A. The results are explained and 

validated in the next chapter. 
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During this experiment, the temperature across the wafer was measured along the 

seven radial points on the wafer. The temperature spread across the wafer and more 

specifically along the edges improved significantly as compared to the eariier edge ring. 

From these experiments, the results are explained in detail in the next chapter, it was 

concluded that if the thermal mass of the edge ring is less, then it has a better effect on 

the performance. By further reducing the contact area between the wafer and the edge 

ring, better performance can be achieved across the edges of the wafer. Hence, the second 

phase was designed. The experiments and the processes remained the same during this 

phase so as to have an unbiased comparison between the two phases. 

Ring B and Ring C both have the same design and dimensions, but the 

manufacturer was different. The difference was in the way the SiC was manufactured by 

each of them. Since, it was found that doping the SiC make it more opaque, both of the 

edge rings were doped slightly. But Ring C was made using a hot press sintering 

technology, which makes it unique. 

Ring D has a unique design as it has a "Thin Lip," instead of the pocket as the 

contact surface with the wafer. It fiirther minimizes the contact area with the wafer and 

reduces heat transfer from the wafer to the edge ring. 

3.4 Features of Optical Sensor Pyrometer 

The pyrometer measures two signals transmitted and radiated signals, emitting 

from the wafer. Initially at lower temperatures since silicon is partially fransparent, light 

is transmitted directly to the pyrometers, and light also leaks through the edge ring itself 
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and bounces off the reflector plate and is measured, which is apparently not the true 

temperature. 

After the temperature starts increasing, the wafer starts to become opaque and 

eventually the radiated light becomes more prominent then the transmitted light and the 

true temperature is measured. Since this happens around 600° C, the pyrometers are not 

efficient in the low temperature regime [12]. 

Figure 3.2 shows a functional description of the improved sensors (pyrometers) 

used to measure the temperature during RTP. The wafer is elevated just above the edge 

ring to prevent any stray light from entering and also to heat the wafer to a particular 

temperature, before it is set on the edge ring. This allows the edges of the wafer to 

maintain the same temperature as the rest of the wafer and minimize heat dissipation to 

the edge ring itself. 

Initially, the lamps are set to constant power and the wafer is up on the lift pins 

the sensors measure the transmitted radiation. Wafer absorption (heating rate), is 

measured by a change in transmittance of the wafer. The lamps are adjusted to heat the 

wafer at the target rate. When the target temperature is achieved, the wafer is lowered on 

the edge ring. This normally happens when the radiated light is more than the transmitted 

light. The difference between the radiated and transmitted light is easily noticeable in the 

temperature graph that is plotted. The design of the pyrometer is such that it does not 

allow any light that has been bounced of the reflector plate to enter the pyrometer. Only 

the light that is directiy transmitted through the opaque wafer is measured. 
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The transmitted light needs to be measured and converted into a true temperature. 

This is done based on the model explained later in the chapter. If this is done successfully 

the pyrometer, referred to as "Smart Sensor," can be used to replace the pyrometer. 

Absorbed Light^ 

Wafer 

Reflector 

Lamps 

Quartz 
Window 

Reflected Light 

Transmi tted light 

n 

Edge Ring 
and Cylinder 

L i f tpin 

Smart Sensor 

Fig. 3.2. Functional description of the improved pyrometer 

3.5 Theory of Operation of the Smart Sensors 

The absorption coefficient of silicon near the bandgap has a know temperattire 

dependence. A wafer becomes increasingly opaque at higher temperattires [13]. Figure 
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3.3 shows Si Absorption Coefficient [cm-1] versus wavelength [m]. The red data was 

measured at 20° C and the blue data corresponds to 200° C. 

B 
.m. 

u 
a 

O 
M 

IDO 

IQ 

1 

D.l 

D.01 

-3 
I I D 

I I D 

? 

^ ^ ^ 

\ ^ f 
I 

6 •ID"'' e •ID""' ,-fi , ^ ,„-fi . 4.iQ-fi 
Wavelengtn |m] 

Fig. 3.3. Absorption coefficient of silicon 

So, for a given wavelength and temperature, the absorption coefficient of the 

wafer can be easily calculated. Figure 3.4 is solely used for this purpose. Transmitted 

radiation is a function of the absorption coefficient and wafer thickness. 

{ \ - a x 
T V a , X ^ := e 

where x = Wafer thickness and a = Absorption coefficient. 

The wafer thickness is a known variable as is the absorption coefficient, which helps in 

calculating the transmitted radiations as a function of these two variables. 
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Figure 3.4 shows the sensor model that calculates the radiant flux as a fiinction of 

temperature, Tw,using lamp intensity, VL , Si absorption data, a, and wafer transmittance, 

W. The entire equation has only one variable and hence it can be simplified. The initial 

wafer fransmittance is calculated before the temperature is raised. 

Initial Wafer Temperature Dependence 
Transmittance of Wafer Transmittance 

Smartsensor (TW,VL) = Q . r (X). T (aiK Tw) .725mm). L (X, VL) d X 

Signal (amps) Spectral Detector Wafer Thickness Lamp 
Integration Response (200 mm) Intensity 
Limits 

Fig. 3.4 Equation for Smart Sensor Model 

This equation is the basis for the smart sensor model for temperature 

measurement. The temperature and the lamp intensity can be changed to get data over a 

wide range to validate this model. Experiments were run by changing the amount of heat 

supplied (lamp intensity), the time for which the wafer was exposed to the lamps and also 

the rate at which the heating took place. This data gave at the temperature readings by the 

pyrometers, which is not the true temperature blow approximately 500° C. As explained 

earlier, below this temperature, the silicon wafer is transparent and the radiations are 

passed directly through it, which are the transmitted radiations. These transmitted 
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radiations pass directly to the pyrometer from the lamps and thus the pyrometer reads the 

temperature of the lamps at that instance and not the wafer. Using this model, this 

transmitted data is converted into a temperature that would be the actual temperature of 

the wafer at that point. Above approximately 500° C the wafer starts becoming opaque 

and the radiated radiations from the wafer are passed directly to the pyrometer and the 

true temperature of the wafer is recorded. At this point the transmitted radiations are 

obstructed, since the wafer is no longer transparent. 

The actual sensor signal is a combination of three components, transmitted 

radiation, background radiation and thermal radiation, as shown in Figure 3.5. Above 

approximately 430° C is a dead zone, where the transmitted signal and radiated signals 

cannot be separated. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

4.1 Phase I Improvements: 

4.1.1 Process Results 

Once the design and the size of the edge ring is decided, h is necessary to do the 

experiments as per the process parameters explained in the earlier chapters. Each of the 

edge rings is unique and the results will help understand the effect of heat dissipation 

across the edges. The evaluation of the process data obtained is going to serve as the key 

to the solution for temperature control in RTP. The results in the second phase were 

verified with the earlier one to see if any significant changes were observed. 

So, first verifying Ring A, which is of the same dimension as that of the standard 

ring, but without any poly silicon coating. The poly silicon coating was used in the 

standard edge ring to ensure enough opacity even after oxidation of the edge ring. Ring A 

is made of doped SiC, which makes them inherently opaque and hence do not require any 

poly silicon coating, nor any pre process edge ring oxidation. 

Figure 4.1 represents the improvement obtained with the new edge ring A. The 

graph represents 49-point diameter sheet resistance scan, for both the standard and edge 

ring A, as per the table 3.1. The two edge rings were used to run a 1050° C spike anneal 

process with a 250° C/s ramp up, using the same process parameters, and then the wafers 

were used to measure the Rs spread. The figure shows this data plotted on a graph for 

comparison. As clearly seen and also after comparing the data logs obtained. Ring A 
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showed improved non-uniformity at the wafer edge. It showed a 50 % improvement in 

the Rs spread at the wafer edge. These results translate to a better temperattire control 

during the process and improve the process margins. 
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Fig. 4.1 49-point diameter sheet resistance at 0 deg and 90 deg from the notch 

An overall 225-point contour sheet resistance scans also shows significant 

improvements. It can be clearly seen from the figure than by reducing the dimensions of 

the edge ring and also by removing the polysilicon coating, the issue of non-uniformity 

can be addressed. The removal of the polysilicon coating and by reducing the size of the 

edge ring, the thermal mass is reduces, which contributes more towards the heat 

dissipation. 
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Figure 4.2 represents the comparison of edge rings in Phase I. They show an 

improvement of 8 % in the peak voltage profile, which in turn shows that less heat, had to 

be used to reach the same temp with the standard edge ring, typically at the edge where 

the effect is more pronounced. This is also translated to a neariy 2.5 times projected 

improvement in lamp life. This translation is done based on the enormous data collected 

during and before the course of these experiments. It has been seen that, if the lamps use 

less power to heat the wafer, their lifetime increases. Since, these lamps are expensive; 

this is a major cost issue. The line in the spike curves that is leading all the others is the 

voltage reading in percentage used by the lamp zones 10-15, which mostiy heats the outer 

edge of the wafer. The straight lines indicate the temperature measurements during the 

spike anneal. Ring A performed better in terms of the voltage used to heat the edge of the 

wafer. 

Figure 4.2 also shows different dimensions used for experimental purposes (17 

mils at the edge), but since there is no significant change, it was not pursued and work 

was further done only on Ring A (13 mils at edge). This graph shows that this edge ring 

(17 mils at the edge), used 100 % voltage on all the zones controlled by the pyrometer at 

the edge, and thus shows that a small amount of reduction at the edge is not necessary. 

Ring A was also tried with a different controller settings to further improve its peak 

voltage profile, which was very successful. The controller is designed to optimize the 

voltage across each lamp zone, depending on the temperature reading for that particular 

pyrometer. Since each zone affects the nearest zone temperattire reading, a constant 

feedback to the pyrometers is necessary to maintain uniformity. 
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Fig. 4.2 Voltage comparisons, for a standard 1050° C spike anneal process with 250° C/s 
ramp up and -90° C/s cool down rate 

4.1.2 Data Log Analysis 

Analysis of the data logs showed that the temperature spread at the peak, and 

during ramp was high. These data logs are from the pyrometer readings during the spike 

and explicitly shows the difference of 7.6° C in each pyrometer reading 

The old controller was designed with a high thermal mass of the edge ring, and 

thus commanded the outer zone of lamps to high power levels. With the "low thermal 

mass," thin edge ring in place, it translated to an increase in spread at, and near the peak, 

as shovra in Figure 4.3. This prompted an iteration of the controller. 
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Fig. 4.3 Temperature spread using 13 mils edge ring with the standard controller 

4.1.3 Controller Optimization 

The SC-TCx controller was used to perform the controller iterations. An outside 

vendor programmed this controller. It provided the flexibility to perform a series of 

controller iterations during wafer processing. The key improvements using the new 

controller were: 

• >25% reduction in temperature spread during ramp was achieved. 

Comparing the Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 the reduction in temperature spread can be 

validated 
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• >8% reduction in maximum voltage using the SC-TCx controller with the I3mils 

edge ring, as shown in Figure 4.2 

1 0 9 0 

1 0 4 0 

1 0 3 0 
5 6 . 5 

Fig. 4.4 Temperature spread using SC-TCx controller on 13 mils edge ring 

4.2 Phase II Improvements 

4.2.1 Open-Loop Comparison 

During RTP, the temperature control system is configured in two ways, Open 

Loop and Closed Loop. Since silicon is transparent at low temperature and the pyrometer 

cannot measure the true temperature of the wafer when it is not hot enough (approx. 
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around 400° C). Hence, the dual problem of transmitted radiation and the minimum 

discemable temperature is dealt by preheating the wafers with fixed lamp powers until 

they are opaque and hot enough to emit sufficient radiation to measure their true 

temperature (refer to sections 3.3 «& 3.4). This procedure, known as "Open-Loop" 

heating, is an adequate technique but requires modification for each specific wafer type to 

be efficient. A general open-loop heating process step is necessarily inefficient to 

accommodate the wide variation in the absorptive characteristics of wafers used in a RTP 

step. Once tiie wafer is hot enough it is set dovm on the edge ring and then the 

temperature is confrolled through a feedback loop (refer to section 2.4). This procedure is 

knovm as "Closed-Loop" heating, and the final temperature to be achieved and also the 

ramp up and ramp down rates can be achieved. 

Figure 4.5 shows the open-loop comparison for Ring B and Ring C, which is 

between the CVD grown less opaque edge ring and the hot press SiC that is more opaque. 

It may be useful for not only high temperature processes (Spike, RTA & RTO: > 9000° 

C) but also for low temperature processes (Silicide anneal: < 500° C). It clearly shows 

that the temperature reading for Ring C (hot press SiC) is more linear at low temperature, 

which is the true temp, imlike Ring B (Doped CVD SiC), which shoots up initially. Just 

after approximately 300° C the graph shows a linear temperature reading for Ring C. The 

very nature of hot pressed Silicon Carbide does not let the light leak through it to falsify 

the pyrometer reading, and also minimizes heat dissipation. 
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Fig. 4.5 Open-Loop Comparison 

Figure 4.6 shows the temperature uniformity comparison near the peak. 

Temperature is defined as Max-Min of five temperature probe readings. There is not a 

large change in the peak temperature profile between the two edge rings. But Ring C is 

slightly better than the other one. This is enough to show that a further decrease in the 

dimensions of the edge ring will have a good effect on the temperature uniformity. 
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Fig. 4.6 Temperature uniformity comparison 

4.2.2 Standard Deviations 

Since the new edge ring design and material proved to be very efficient in terms 

of opacity and temperature uniformity, it was scaled up and tests were run for its 300 mm 

counterparts; as shown in Figure 4.7. It was tested for the within wafer non-uniformity, 

which can be caused by any of the following 

1. Radial non-uniformity: In this case the non-uniformity is along the radius of the 

wafer, for example edge cold / edge hot cases. This sort of non-uniformity is normally 
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timed by offsets. This could also be very wafer dependent if the wafers themselves 

are non-uniform. 

2. Gradient across the wafer: This is usually corrected by adjusting the handoff. The 

manner in which implantation is done is extremely critical in this case. For example, 

if the implant handler is not well calibrated, a side-to-side pattern can be seen. 

Non-uniformities can arise from the wafer itself. These are inherent to the wafer and 

cannot be tuned out by standard process offset tuning methods. Figure 4.7 is self-

explanatory and shows that the New Shorter Pocket edge ring has a better within wafer 

uniformity. 
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4.3 Anatomy of the Sensor Data Logs 

Figure 4.8 shows a theoretical Smart Sensor signal as a function of wafer 

temperature and lamp voltage for a bare wafer. The signal increases with lamp voltage 

and decreases with wafer temperature. This basically shows that the initial temperature 

reading is just transmitted radiation, which is very high in the beginning and obviously 

increases with lamp voltage. As the wafer starts heating and becoming more and more 

opaque, the transmitted radiations decreases and so with temperature as seen in the 

figvu-e, the signal starts dropping. Once it is established that there lies a sfrong correlation 

between the lamp voltage and the temperature of the wafer, this can be applied to the 

model for Smart Sensor, as described in section 3.4. 
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Fig.. 4.8 WSS Signal versus Temperature, Bare Wafer. 
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The raw signal collected by the pyrometers is fed into the WSS model (in section 

3.4), as shown in Figure 4.9, when the lamp turns on, the temperature shoots up, as 

expected, and then drops back. Once the temperature of the wafer reaches approximately 

500 C, the temperature control system goes to Open-Loop heating, and this is the true 

temperature that is measured. Initially, when the transmitted signal is read, h has to be 

converted into a true temperature that can be measured and then controlled. This is done 

using the WSS model, till the actual radiated signal from the wafer is measured correctly. 

There lies a Dead Zone in between, where the model does not work, and that is because 

during that period the wafer is neither completely opaque nor transparent, and the 

pyrometers picks up both the radiated and transmitted signals. It is difficuU to split these 

two signals and tell apart from one another. For the model to work, the transmitted signal 

or the radiated signal has to be measured separately. But if the converted signal is 

extended on its linear path, on the graph, it eventually meets the actual signal. Since, 

these two lines on the graph lie in the same linear path, the temperature during the dead 

zone can be extrapolated from the graph and the data readings. 
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Fig. 4.9 Converted signal using the Smart Sensor model 

Figure 4.10 validates the model, by comparing the actual pyrometer signals (both 

transmitted and radiated), with the converted signal using the model. The true 

temperature of the wafer measured by the pyrometer after it reaches above 

approximately. 500° C, matches with the converted signal. This shows that the model is 

accurate and can be used to control temperature above approx. 250 C. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Advantages 

The new design has proven to be very advantageous for the spike anneal process 

along with the new pyrometer design, which provides accurate measurement of the 

temperature, which has always been a major issue concerning Rapid Thermal Processing. 

The advantages of this new development are: 

• Significant improvement in WIW uniformity for shallow junction formation spike 

anneals, with change in the dimensions of the edge ring. 

• Significant improvement (8%) on lamp reliability thus increasing the lamp life by 2.5 

times, after the controller was optimized for the new low thermal mass edge ring. 

• Temperature spread near the peak was reduced by 25 %. 

• Elimination of the CVD poly silicon coating, which will minimize potential 

contaminants and reduce the production cost. 

• Temperature can be measured below 500° C, using the new pyrometer design and 

also the new smart sensor model. Hence can be used for low temperature processes 

such as Silicide anneals. 

5.2 Future Prospects 

The major issue needing further investigation is the manufacturability of smaller 

dimension of the edge ring and their reliability in production nms. While it is understood 
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that this will find major use towards a specific chamber, but the ideas and materials used 

can be further explored for different uses. This is primarily a generic problem for RTP, 

and the major obstacle in the problem is to figure out how can the new ideas be used for 

IC fabrication effectively. Also, a new feedback controller with faster feedback speeds 

and a pyrometer with low wavelengths can be designed. 
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